Artists Speak: Ida Applebroog

Born
1929, New York, NY

Education
BFA, School of the Art Institute of Chicago, Chicago, IL
Honorary doctorate, New School University/Parsons School of Design, NY, NY

Lives and Works
New York, NY

Media & Materials
painting, photography, sculpture; digital imaging, plasticine

Biography
Applebroog has been making pointed social commentary in the form of beguiling comic-like images for nearly half a century. She has developed an instantly recognizable style of simplified human forms with bold outlines. Anonymous ‘everyman’ figures, anthropomorphized animals, and half-human-half creature characters are featured players in the uncanny theater of her work. In her most characteristic work, she combines popular imagery from everyday urban and domestic scenes, sometimes paired with curt texts, to skew otherwise banal themes to desensitize the public to the violent. Applebroog makes her small plasticine sculptures monumental by placing them on a stage and photographing them. Alter a found or made object by putting it on a stage of your creation and re-presenting it through photography, drawing, or painting. See actual gestures and they see actual changes in the expression which I never put there.”

“I do a lot of work on violence all the time, you know. I’ve also had that come at me. ‘Why are you so obsessed with violence?’ And you know my answer? ‘I live in this world—this is what’s going on around me. I can’t change that. So when I’m doing the work, it’s like I’m in the studio and I have all this stuff on my back. I have all this baggage, and I desperately to start working.... I’m carrying in how the postman looked at me that morning, what happened in my personal life, what did my dealer say to me, what did my friend say on the telephone—all the different things that go on in your mind. What do I have to do? What appointments do I have? And then how do you get to do the actual moments on the canvas where that disappears? It takes a long, long time.... And then this is not really what you’re doing, but in a way it’s like peeling off the layers, peeling off the layers. And finally you’re not conscious any more of anything being there, and you’re free and you’re working and you don’t know that time has gone by—and it’s hours and hours and hours. But then you have to go back into the real world and the real world is the world that the six o’clock news is about and your own personal life, because your own personal life is involved in that also.’

Activity Suggestions:
Applebroog makes her small plasticine sculptures monumental by placing them on a stage and photographing them. Alter a found or made object by putting it on a stage of your creation and re-presenting it through photography, drawing, or painting. See actual gestures and they see actual changes in the expression which I never put there.”

[Image of Ida Applebroog's artwork]

“ I come from a very rigid, religious background. And it’s the idea of how power works — male over female, parents over children, governments over people, doctors over patients that operates continuously. So it’s not as though I set out to say, ‘Well let’s see what the power balance is between this piece in the painting and that piece in my painting.’ This is the part we’re talking about — that you never really know what you’re doing until at the end you realize, ‘Ah, that’s what I’m doing... that’s what I’ve done.’ The photographs actually start off making art out of children’s modeling clay. When I say art, I mean just doing some very primitive-feeling sculptures. And that’s just the beginning. It’s like making art out of art and continuing the process all the way through. For the first time, technology is at my service when I go from working with the material to the next step and the next. These little pieces seem so ordinary and like nothing. If I place them on my stage, these little mounds of clay become monumental. You photograph them any way you like, zoom in on any part of the body, and they become something totally different. I take each one — and they’re very small. I set them up as though I’m posing them the way a photographer would. Whatever else goes on has to do with the camera, because they have to be posed in such a way that they do something, say something. They’re able to express the next few steps, and I never know what they are. The best part is that I really never know what these things are going to morph into.”


Right: Mother mother I am all, 1993. Oil on canvas, 2 panels, 50 x 72 inches overall. Collection of the Corcoran Museum of Art, Washington, D.C.

Art21, Inc. is a non-profit contemporary art organization serving students, teachers, and the general public. Art21 produces the Emmy-nominated, nationally broadcast PBS series Art21—Art in the Twenty-First Century, a wide range of education materials, and outreach programs. This multi-faceted project introduces audiences to a diverse range of contemporary visual artists working in the United States today and to the art they are producing now.

For more ways to use Art21 in your classroom, check out:

Free Art21 Educators’ Guides:
www.pbs.org/art21/education/teachingmaterials

Find lesson plans and ideas for the classroom on the Art21 Web site and Online Lesson Library:
www.pbs.org/art21/education

Art21 slide sets from Davis Art Images: Call (800) 533-2847 ext. 253 to place your order.